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At Cottsway Housing, we like to talk and listen to
you. We call this Customer Engagement.
Because customer engagement is really important
to us, we have written a Customer Engagement
Strategy.
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This is a plan that tells you how we will talk and
listen to you.
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We want to hear from you
• to improve our services,
• to make sure you are happy with our services;
• to make sure we meet the standards of
regulations;
• and to make sure that our services offer value
for money.

We say we are giving people value for money when
we use the money we receive from the government
and from you, to produce good quality services and
houses which people can afford.
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What Cottsway says we will do = our objectives
Our plan has three main objectives:
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1. Understanding Our Customers
2. Empowering Customers
3. Enabling Communities to Thrive
We will explain what these objectives mean below.

Objective 1: Understanding Our Customers

Cottsway wants to know its customers well and
understand what you think of Cottsway.
This will help us respond to your needs.

Over the next three years, we will carry out
satisfaction surveys with more customers.

We will also ask for people to tell us what they think
of Cottsway by talking to them and ask for their
feedback online too.
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We will learn from feedback and complaints and
inform our customers of what we are going to do to
make sure they are happy with our services.

In each town and neighbourhood where we have
houses, we will help our Housing Officers to create
Community Plans based on the feedback from local
customers.

Last year the government wrote a new plan on
social housing.

In this plan it says that landlords like Cottsway will
need to communicate information better on how
good or bad their services are.
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Objective 2: Empowering Customers
When customers are able to make choices,
decisions, and know what we do, we call this
empowering our customers.

For customers to be able to make choices, decisions
and be aware of what we do, they need access to
our performance information. This means access to
the information on how well we do with the
services we offer; for example we will show you the
results from our surveys.

To help you access this information, we will offer
training opportunities to our customers to learn
how to use computers and how to look for jobs.

These training opportunities will be offered by both
Cottsway and other providers.
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We will also offer volunteering opportunities within
our own furniture recycling scheme.
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Our Scrutiny Group is a group of customers who
help us to evaluate our services and report their
findings and recommendations to our Board.
Our Scrutiny Group will also help us to make sure
that customers are happy with our services.

Our Board takes the final decisions on how we run
our services.

We will increase opportunities for you to be
involved both online and in your local area. For
example, you could help select the people, and
organisations we work with (our contractors) and
tell us how well we are doing with our services.
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We will also make sure you know about Cottsway
and about the services we offer.
Our Housing Officers will hold regular meetings in
independent living schemes and provide feedback
on estate inspections.

Finally, we will let you know how you can talk to us,
give your feedback and take part in the Scrutiny
Group.
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Objective 3: Enabling communities to thrive
Thriving communities, are places that grow and
develop well. We want to make sure that everyone
feels part of their community and is happy.

NEWSLETTER

When we talked to our customers, they said:
• They feel part of their community and we want
to help their voice be heard in their local area;
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• They want the area where they live to be clean
and well-maintained (everything works well)

• They do not want any anti-social behaviour. Antisocial behaviour is when people do things that
are mean, rude, or dangerous towards other
people, and can make them scared or upset.
Some examples of anti-social behaviour are:
when people drink alcohol or sell drugs in public
areas, are very noisy, or damage property and
community spaces.

In the future, we will review our Community Plan
approach to make sure our customers and the
surrounding communities are happy.
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We will continue to support resident associations
and community groups.
We will also provide opportunities for people to
take part in activities that reduce isolation and
loneliness – this is so that people feel they are
connected to their community and have
opportunities to meet people and make friends.

We will create a new fund to help pay for small
improvements in your local area.
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We will work with partners and promote safer
neighbourhoods, better community facilities and a
community voice.

We will also work with customers who live in
blocks to talk to them about building safety and
fire risk assessments.
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Value for money and social value

Cottsway gets money from the rent customers pay
for their homes.

It is important that you can see where your money
is going and that we are spending it on the right
things. We call this value for money.

We plan to work efficiently and effectively in all
areas: This means we want to achieve more with
the money we have, and that we want customers to
be highly satisfied with our services.
We also want our activities to be meaningful and
create a positive impact in the local communities
and for our customers, that is what we call social
value.
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Equality, Diversity & Inclusion
By understanding our customers and their
priorities better, this strategy will help us to create
community cohesion. This is where everyone feels
part of their community.
This strategy as explained in this document, will
help us make sure we can encourage equality,
diversity and inclusion in your community.

Equality, means everyone having the same chances
to do what they can and want. Some people may
need extra help to get the same chances.
Diverse or Diversity, mean that there is a mix of
different kinds of people. For example, men and
women, young and old people, people of different
races, disabled and non-disabled people.
Inclusion means when people feel part of their
community and are able to participate in decisions
that will have an impact on them and other people.
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